Ecosystem connectivity and configuration can mediate instability at a distance in metaecosystems
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Abstract

Ecosystems are connected by flows of nutrients and organisms. Changes to connectivity and nutrient enrichment may destabilise ecosystem dynamics far from the nutrient source. We used gradostats to examine the effects of trophic connectivity (movement of consumers and producers) versus nutrient-only connectivity in different metaecosystem configurations (linear vs dendritic) on dynamics of Daphnia pulex (consumers) and an algae (resources). We found that peak population size and instability (coefficient of variation; CV) of Daphnia populations increased as distance from the nutrient input increased, but were lower in metaecosystems connected by all trophic levels compared to nutrient-only connected systems and in dendritic systems compared to linear ones. We examined the effects of trophic connectivity (i.e. how many trophic levels are moving rather than one or the other) using a generic model to qualitatively assess patterns of ecosystem dynamics. Our model predicted increased population sizes and fluctuations in ecosystems with nutrient connectivity, with this pattern being more pronounced in linear rather than dendritic systems. These results confirm that connectivity may propagate and even amplify instability over a metaecosystem to communities far from the source.
disturbance, and suggest a pathway for future experiments, that recreate conditions closer to those found in natural systems.
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Introduction

Ecosystem stability is a central theme in ecology with a large body of theory focused on identifying the key processes that stabilise versus those that destabilise an ecosystem’s dynamics (1-3). A significant body of research now invokes spatial processes, such as species dispersal and nutrient flows that may alter their movement in space over time, as key governors of stability in trophic systems (4). Anthropogenic perturbations to stability have been addressed and include altered climate gradients (5), altered trophic structure by over-exploitation (6), altered rates and scales of nutrient flows (7), and permanent shifts in the size (8) and connectivity of habitats (4). Experiments have contributed significantly to our understanding of the factors driving instability (9, 10), but few have sought to identify how these factors interact to define stability across trophically structured metaecosystems (11).

Altered patterns and rates of ecosystem connectivity can cause instability over large spatial extents both locally and at the metacommunity level. Here instability is any form of dynamics that threatens the persistence of a species locally or across the metacommunity. Connectivity via the spatial flows of nutrients, resources and consumers can carry or even amplify the destabilising effects of point sources of disturbance and perturbation over large distances (7, 12). For example, changes in the rates of movement of consumers may synchronise consumer dynamics driving instability (13), leading to greater metacommunity instability, as measured by increases in the variance in population dynamics within and among local communities (12).

Nutrient enrichment is another well-known source of community instability. This phenomenon, known as the paradox of enrichment (14) causes ecosystems to transition from stable dynamics to a regime characterised by large oscillations in the dynamics of primary producers and consumers. The consumer-resource oscillations caused by nutrient enrichment can increase the risk of extinction especially of edible species, allowing inedible species to become dominant (15). From this theory we expect connectivity and nutrient enrichment to interact strongly to define patterns of instability over entire metacommunities.

McCann et al (7) derived theoretical results in networked communities showing how ecosystem connectivity due to nutrient or consumer movement may allow nutrient enrichment at a point source to accumulate and drive instability at a terminal community far from the source. They
also demonstrated the differential effects of either nutrient or consumer movement on system stability, where nutrient movement alone may be stabilising but lead to increases in consumer population sizes, whereas movement of consumers alone leads to amplification of consumer populations in the terminal community which drives instability. Additionally, they predicted that heterogeneity in the flow rates across a connected metaecosystem can be stabilising. They also highlighted empirical observational examples of nutrient-driven instability at a distance with nutrient movement, though none with consumer movement alone. These theoretical predictions have not been tested with a controlled experiment.

In this study we combined a replicated gradostat experiment and model simulations to test how metaecosystem configuration, heterogeneity, and functional connectivity alter the stability of the community dynamics. Modelled after the chemostat, a gradostat apparatus consists of a series of flasks connected by tubing through which medium is pumped in, through and out in order to create a sustained nutrient gradient (16). Gradostats thus offer the ability to experimentally test predictions about metaecosystems in microcosms; they have been used to examine competition dynamics (17-19) and consumer-resource dynamics (16, 20) in metacommunities. The direction and speed of flow and configuration of the flasks (‘nodes’) in the gradostats metaecosystem network may be modified to a greater degree than in chemostats. The gradostat offers high control over spatial flows in a lab setting and the small size allows for multiple treatments in a replicated experimental design.

To identify metaecosystem dynamics characteristic of our system we studied Daphnia-algae-nutrient interactions in gradostats with two metaecosystem configurations—linear and dendritic networks—and two levels of connectivity (only connected by flow of nutrients or connected by movement of all trophic levels). We hypothesised based on the findings of McCann et al (7) that instability would be greatest in the terminal node of gradostats, and that this effect would be stronger in those gradostats where consumers and resources move in addition to nutrients. We further hypothesised that metaecosystem configuration would modify instability in the terminal node, with those in dendritic configurations being more stable than linear ones due to the slower upstream nodes dampening the influx of nutrients and consumers to the terminal node. We compare our experimental results to simulations of a generic consumer-resource model describing the experimental design.
Methods

Laboratory Experimental Design

For a full description of culture and treatment preparation, see Supplemental Methods.

Our gradostat flasks contained simple communities of the water flea *Daphnia pulex* consuming a mix of three algal species (*Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata*, *Scenedesmus quadricauda*, *Ankistrodesmus falcatus*). Configuration was controlled by connecting flasks in a linear configuration or a dendritic configuration. We also controlled functional connectivity contrasting metaecosystem dynamics when only nutrients moved versus the case when nutrients, resources and consumers moved. This experiment employed a 2x2x2 factorial design to test the importance of ecosystem trophic connectivity (a treatment considering movement of medium only vs. movement of media, phytoplankton and *Daphnia* between flasks) and metaecosystem configuration (linear or dendritic) on the stability of ecosystems with two levels of enriched medium input (regular and phosphorus-enriched). Each metaecosystem consisted of four “nodes” of 500 mL Erlenmeyer flasks with a foam stopper to allow for gas exchange, seeded initially with 100 mL algal mix (total average algal density of 2.22 x 10^6 +/- 1.3 x 10^4 cells/mL) to which 50 adult *Daphnia* were added before topping off the flask to 500 mL with FLAMES media (21). Flasks were then connected by Tygon tubing and from an inflow reservoir of FLAMES medium (10 µgP/L) or enriched P (70 µgP/L) medium was pumped through the array of flasks using peristaltic pumps (Watson-Marlow 503S/RL and Rainin Dynamix RP-1). The dilution rate was 0.1 day^-1 for all flasks in the linear configurations and the “hub” and “terminal” nodes of the dendritic configurations, and 0.05 day^-1 for the “upstream” nodes in the dendritic configurations (Figure 1). To block the flow of organisms in the nutrient only connectivity treatment, outflow tubing was placed inside an 80-µm nylon mesh held in place with the stopper. Due to colony formation of the phytoplankton and clogging of the mesh this proved to be an effective retention mechanism also for the algal resources. In the trophic connectivity treatment, *D. pulex* were manually moved using a 2mL transfer pipette at a rate of ≈ 0.1 day^-1 (20% were moved after each sampling count as sampling was only done every two days) in all linear nodes and the hub and terminal dendritic nodes, and ≈ 5% per day (10% moved after sampling) in the upstream dendritic nodes. Inflow stock solutions were prepared using FLAMES media (10 µgP/L). To increase P in the additionally nutrient-enriched treatment without changing pH, 132...
µg/L of H₂KPO₄ and 168 µg/L HK₂PO₄ were added to our increased P treatment inflow stock solution. For the less-phosphorus treatment, no additional phosphorus was added, but 218 µg/L KCl were added to control for the K added to the high-P medium.

**Experimental Sampling**

The gradostats were sampled every other day for 30 days. In each node, the concentration of each algal species was measured using a haemocytometer. To estimate *Daphnia* population size, a 2mL plastic transfer pipette was used to gently agitate, then sample each node. The number of individuals and two age classes (adult or juvenile) in the pipette were determined and then replaced to the experimental flask. This process was repeated five times, and the total *D. pulex* count of the five samples was used to estimate *Daphnia* density/10mL (total number estimated per flask = total sampled count *50). A pilot testing this method proved it had an average error of 17.41%. On Day 30 of the experiment, 40mL samples were taken from each flask to be analysed for total phosphorus concentration (TP). Phosphorus samples were analysed using a standard protocol (22) at the GRIL-Université du Québec à Montréal analytical laboratory.

**Statistical Analysis**

To quantify the instability of *Daphnia* populations in experimental gradostats, we determined the peak total population size (as estimated by our 10mL samples) and the coefficient of variation (CV) of population size over the course of the experiment. These variables were calculated for each node within each gradostat, as well as in aggregate summed across all nodes. Similarly, CV and peak density were calculated for each species of alga but we report here values based on total algal density (sum of all species present).

All analyses of experimental gradostat data were conducted in R version 4 (23). For tests of statistical significance α was set to p = 0.05. To determine whether metacoeosystem connectivity and configuration influenced local instability downstream of the nutrient enrichment source, we analysed the effects of our three experimental treatments and node position (1 upstream to 4 terminal) on *Daphnia* population peak and CV using generalized linear mixed effects models with block as a random factor and different error distributions depending on the outcome variable (Poisson distribution for *Daphnia* peak, with daphnia CV and algal CV log-transformed). We also tested for interactions between node position and each experimental
treatment ($DV \sim Node^*(Connectivity+Configuration+Phosphorus)+(1|Block)$). Non-significant interactions were removed for final models.

Final TP concentrations within each flask were compared among experimental treatments and node positions using a generalized linear mixed effects model with each treatment and node as fixed variables and block as a random effect ($TP \sim Node^*(Connectivity+Configuration+Phosphorus)+(1|Block)$). Non-significant interaction terms were removed for final statistical models.

We also measured instability at the scale of the entire gradostat. At the metaecosystem level, the effects of connectivity, configuration and phosphorus input treatments and their interactions on Daphnia peak and CV were tested using generalized linear mixed-effects models (package lmer). Block was included as a random factor in all models to account for any differences in initial algal concentrations or other temporal variability among blocks ($DV \sim Connectivity^*Configuration^*Phosphorus+(1|Block)$). Different error distributions were applied depending on the response variable (Poisson distribution for peak metapopulation size, and log-transformation for CV), and non-significant interaction terms were removed one by one from the full statistical model. Goodness of fit of the final models were assessed with diagnostic plots of residuals.

**Metaecosystem Model**

We examined the effects of trophic connectivity (i.e. how many trophic levels are moving from one node to the next) using a generic model to qualitatively assess patterns of ecosystem dynamics. We derived a model of 12 ordinary differential equations (ODEs) to describe a nutrient ($N$) - algae ($A$) - Daphnia ($D$) food chain repeated in four coupled flasks (subscripts 1, 2, 3, 4) with nutrient (only nutrients move) and trophic (nutrients, algae and Daphnia move) connectivity. The other treatment compared linear system with identical flowrates or dendritic systems with heterogeneous flowrate configurations. This distinction of having either only nutrients move, or additionally Daphnia and algae move is akin to what is observed in aquatic ecosystems where organisms at different trophic levels may move at different rates and scales within river networks.
Linear Metaecosystems

We assume all flasks/“nodes” are homogenous in their initial $N$, $A$ and $D$ conditions. For linear configurations, inflow of medium (with nutrient concentration $N_{sup}$) is into gradostat $1$ at rate $\delta$.

In case of nutrient connectivity $\delta_h = 0$, and only medium flows at rate $\delta$ from nodes $1$ to $2$, $2$ to $3$, $3$ to $4$, and out of $4$. This modification of outflow from the terminal node was necessary due to the volume constraints of gradostat flasks. In case of trophic connectivity, nutrients, algae and $Daphnia$ flow in the same manner at rate $\delta_h = \delta$. Assuming Monod-type uptake functions for both nutrients (by algae) and algae (by $Daphnia$) the model takes the form:

For node $1$:

$$\frac{dN_1}{dt} = \delta N_{sup} - \frac{\mu N_1}{\lambda + N_1} A_1 - \delta N_i$$

$$\frac{dA_1}{dt} = \epsilon_A \frac{\mu N_1}{\lambda + N_1} A_1 - \frac{rA}{k + A_i} D_1 - \delta_h A_1$$

$$\frac{dD_1}{dt} = \epsilon_D \frac{rA}{k + A_i} D_1 - mD_1 - \delta_h D_1$$

For nodes $i=2,3,4$:

$$\frac{dN_i}{dt} = \delta N_{i-1} - \frac{\mu N_i}{\lambda + N_i} A_i - \delta N_i$$

$$\frac{dA_i}{dt} = \delta h A_{i-1} + \epsilon_A \frac{\mu N_i}{\lambda + N_i} A_i - \frac{rA}{k + A_i} D_i - \delta_h A_i$$

$$\frac{dD_i}{dt} = \delta_h D_{i-1} + \epsilon_D \frac{rA}{k + A_i} D_i - mD_i - \delta_h D_i$$

Dendritic Metaecosystem

We can also describe a dendritic gradostat model with heterogenous flow rates. In this configuration, flasks $1$ and $2$ are both recipients of the inflow medium, but at a slower rate $\delta' = \delta / 2$ than in the linear configuration, and both flow out into flask $3$, which then flows to flask $4$ and out at the same rate as in the linear network. In analogy to the linear configuration, in case of trophic connectivity $\delta_h' = \delta_h / 2$, otherwise $\delta_h' = 0$. This modification of flow configuration in addition to rate in some nodes was necessary again due to the volume constraints of the gradostat flasks.
The **dendritic** model takes the form:

For nodes $i=1,2$: 

\[
\frac{dN_i}{dt} = \delta' N_{sup} - \frac{\mu N_i}{\lambda + N_i} A_i - \delta N_i
\]

\[
\frac{dA_i}{dt} = \varepsilon A_i \frac{\mu N_i}{\lambda + N_i} - \frac{r A_i}{k + A_i} D_i - \delta A_i
\]

\[
\frac{dD_i}{dt} = \varepsilon D_i \frac{r A_i}{k + A_i} D_i - m D_i - \delta D_i
\]

For node 3:

\[
\frac{dN_3}{dt} = \delta' (N_1 + N_2) - \frac{\mu N_3}{\lambda + N_3} A_3 - \delta N_3
\]

\[
\frac{dA_3}{dt} = \delta' (A_1 + A_2) + \varepsilon A_3 \frac{\mu N_3}{\lambda + N_3} - \frac{r A_3}{k + A_3} D_3 - \delta A_3
\]

\[
\frac{dD_3}{dt} = \delta' (D_1 + D_2) + \varepsilon D_3 \frac{r A_3}{k + A_3} D_3 - m D_3 - \delta D_3
\]

and node 4 identical to the linear model

Initial state variable values were set to $N_0 = 25; A_0 = 50; D_0 = 5$; in all four nodes of the gradostat system. These generic values in nutrient units are within the realm of possibility for a gradostat system but are not intended to quantitatively predict results or our gradostat experiments.

Parameter estimates can be found in Table 1.

The system of ODEs for the model was solved with ode45 in Matlab (R2022b) and model outputs for 30 days were obtained.

**Results**

All reported values are means ± standard error unless otherwise stated.

**Phosphorus Gradients in Experimental Gradostats**

Lack of sample preservation meant we were unable to obtain final TP concentration measurements for all our experimental nodes. With the samples we did obtain (one full replicate of each type of metaecosystem), we were unable to detect a significant difference in final P concentration among our high P and low P gradostats, indicating that all experienced a similar degree of disturbance in the form of nutrient enrichment, similar to the assumption of high
nutrient loading in McCann et al (7). Nutrient-level was therefore removed from our statistical
models for population dynamics and all P treatments were considered as enriched replicates. We
detected a significant difference in P concentration by node position (1-4), regardless of
metaecosystem connectivity or configuration treatment, with final TP increasing towards the
terminal node (slope estimate=0.14±14.46, p=0.001), indicating that a nutrient gradient was
established in our metaecosystems (Figure S1)

Comparison Among Experimental Gradostat Nodes

In most of our gradostats, algae were grazed to undetectable levels before the end of the
experiment. For Daphnia peak population size, we observed significant interactions between
node position and connectivity (slope estimate = -0.11±0.007, p<0.001) and between node
position and configuration (slope estimate = 0.06±.006, p<0.001). In general, peak population
size was higher downstream (main effect slope estimate = 0.17±0.01), but this effect was
stronger in gradostats with trophic connectivity than systems in which only nutrients were
moved. This effect was also stronger in linear configurations compared to dendritic ones.
Additionally, main effects of connectivity and configuration were detected, where population
peaks were generally higher in nodes where only nutrients were moving (main effect slope
estimate=1.09±0.02, p<0.001) and higher in linear compared to dendritic configurations (main
effect slope estimate=0.09±0.02, p<0.001) (Figure 2a). No difference among any treatments,
node position or interaction effects were detected for algal population sizes.

For the CV of Daphnia populations, a significant interaction between connectivity and node
position was detected (estimate=0.1±0.05 p=0.04), where instability increased far from the
source of nutrient input in gradostats where only nutrients were moved, but decreased with
distance from the source in gradostats where algae and Daphnia moved (Figure 2b). No
difference among any treatments, node position or interaction effects were detected for algal CV.

Comparison Among Experimental Networks

We also explored instability at the metaecosystem level. Similar to our results at the node level, a
significant interaction of connectivity and configuration (estimate=0.96±0.02, p<0.001) on
Daphnia peak was detected. Peak population size was higher in gradostats where only nutrients
were moved than in gradostats where algae and Daphnia were moved, and this effect was more
pronounced in linear systems compared to dendritic ones. A similar interaction of configuration and connectivity on metaecosystem *Daphnia* CV was also detected, where *Daphnia* CV was also greater for linear systems (0.66±0.34) compared to dendritic ones (0.55±0.03), but this effect was most pronounced in systems with nutrient connectivity (estimate=0.26±0.16, p<0.0001; Figure 3). No effect of any treatments or interactions was found for algal CV.

**Community Dynamics in Model Simulation**

In general, our model simulations followed a similar pattern to our experimental results (Figure 1). In our mathematical model, *Daphnia* populations generally began in a growth phase in all nodes, reaching a population peak and then declining and stabilising, or going extinct. We did not predict or observe repeated oscillations of either species within the timeframe of our experiment (30 days). Upstream nodes in metaecosystems with trophic connectivity tended to remain relatively stable or decline. Overall, our model predictions indicated that *Daphnia* population size is amplified downstream in gradostats with trophic connectivity where consumers move with resources and nutrients, whereas this pattern is inverted in systems where only nutrients move, with consumer populations being largest in the upstream node. However, population sizes are higher overall in systems where only nutrients move. Heterogeneity in terms of slower upstream flow rates and a dendritic configuration dampens these effects such that peak population sizes are lower in downstream nodes of dendritic configurations compared to their linear counterparts.

At the metaecosystem level, our model predicted lower *Daphnia* population sizes in systems with trophic connectivity compared to those with only nutrients flowing between nodes.

**Discussion**

We combined an experimental test with gradostats and a mathematical model to show that the stability of consumer-resource dynamics (*Daphnia* – algae dynamics) is influenced by the type of functional connectivity among communities and the configuration of nodes in the network. We compared our findings with simulations from a consumer-resource model of our metaecosystem. We hypothesised based on earlier theoretical work (7), that nutrient enrichment would drive local population instability in the “terminal” nodes of the network and that consumer movement would lead to greater network instability by synchronising consumer-resource
dynamics within nodes. We also expected that spatial configuration of the network would modify these effects. Both our experimental data and model predictions demonstrate nutrient accumulation downstream from the enrichment source in connected ecosystems, with concentrations of P in terminal nodes almost four times that of the inflow, which may create the conditions for nutrient driven instability at locations far from the source (7). In keeping with this, we found that Daphnia instability was greater downstream, with peaks and CV of biomass up to twice those upstream indicating that this amplification of enrichment may cause bottom-up effects on community instability similar to those described in the paradox of enrichment (14). However, we found that connectivity with consumers moving with resources and nutrients stabilises community dynamics. Heterogenous flow rates among nodes provide a similar stabilising effect with dendritic configurations being more stable than linear ones, particularly for nutrient-connected systems.

Connectivity and Configuration Significantly Impact Downstream Stability

We had hypothesised that trophic connectivity (Daphnia and algae moving with nutrients) would destabilise the dynamics by generating synchrony among nodes (13), because previous work predicted that both nutrient and consumer movement were capable of propagating instability through enriched systems. However, we found that nutrient connected gradostats actually had higher CV and population peaks that were almost twice the size of systems where consumers and algae moved. This instability was evident at the node and metaecosystem level. A key difference between our experiment and previous theoretical work (7) is that this earlier work considered consumer (i.e., Daphnia) movement alone, rather than with nutrient movement; this involves a decoupling of consumer density from nutrient concentration. Previous models by Gounand et al (24) predict that intermediate rates of consumer movement may have a stabilising effect due to negative density dependence, leading to smaller amplitude oscillations of consumer populations like those observed in our experiment. It is possible that within this experiment the immigration and emigration of consumers, which is known to stabilise population dynamics (25), meant that they were able to track and control algae resource growth.

We expected a dendritic configuration with heterogenous flowrates to “slow” the spread of instability throughout a network compared to a linear configuration. We see this effect in our results for peak Daphnia population size for the treatments in which only nutrients flowed. A
dendritic configuration could have a more stabilising effect by increasing asynchrony among
nodes because input is coming from multiple heterogeneous sources rather than a single source
(7). In general, we saw that nodes in dendritic systems were more stable than their linear
counterparts, however the impacts were not as strong as those of functional connectivity
treatments. Moreover, at the metaecosystem level, an interaction between connectivity and
configuration was detected, where the stabilising effects of a dendritic configuration was
stronger in linear nutrient connected systems compared to trophically connected systems. These
findings therefore suggest that not only the degree of connectivity (in terms of movement of
nutrients, resources, consumers, etc.), but the configuration of a metaecosystem in terms of
direction and number of connections can affect stability, in line with theory (26).

Model Simulations Predict Similar Patterns

Our confidence in this understanding of the experimental results is strengthened by the analysis
of our model that shows that movement of consumers and algae with nutrients may have a
stabilising effect on enriched ecosystems. Population sizes were lower in trophically connected
systems, which may increase risk of extinction in a stochastic model. Although very few nodes
went extinct in our experiment over 30 days, running our model for a longer period of time
(Figure S2) suggests that trophic connectivity may lead to extinction within 100 days, while
nutrient connected systems may lead to stable limit cycles that persist, despite the larger
oscillations, at least in upstream nodes. Moreover, in our trophically connected simulations
without outflow, our terminal nodes with large oscillations are the only ones to stabilise in the
long-term (Figure S2). Running microcosms for a longer period of time might demonstrate the
longer-term expectation of such a high degree of consumer removal. An analysis of longer-term
dynamics also hints at different mechanisms for consumer instability under different connectivity
regimes. In systems where only nutrients move, algae were first driven to large oscillations and
very low densities, as predicted by the paradox of enrichment, whereas in systems where
consumers move, algae eventually stabilised and consumers attained low densities, suggesting
that connectivity may induce either top-down or bottom-up effects on ecosystem stability,
depending on which trophic level(s) are moving.

Our model also demonstrated that node configuration may impact stability, with all dendritic
systems having, smaller more stable populations than linear configurations. This effect was
especially pronounced in trophically connected systems. The heterogenous flow rates dampened
the effects of enrichment on downstream ecosystem stability compared to linear systems with
homogenous flow rates. In these cases, the upstream nodes absorb most of the instability
compared to downstream ones, with less amplification of instability downstream compared to
linear systems; this results is in line with predictions made by McCann et al (7). However, as in
our experimental results, even in dendritic systems connectivity had a large impact on local
stability, with nutrient connectivity leading to greater instability than trophic connectivity. This
implies that heterogeneity in flow rates has a minimal impact on metaecosystem instability
compared to connectivity.

Implications and Avenues for Future Work

Runoff from agricultural fertilizers and herbicides is a major contributor to nutrient enrichment
in aquatic ecosystems (27, 28), as are point-source influxes from urban habitats (27, 29). We
demonstrated experimentally that the effects of this enrichment on ecosystems may be
propagated or even amplified at a distance far from the source, especially when the
metaecosystem is connected by the movement of nutrients/water alone. These results are
consistent with recent theory and imply that in some cases managing connectivity among
ecosystems may dampen the negative impacts of enrichment on stability, in line with
metapopulation theory (7).

We recognize a few key limitations of this work. First, our gradostats configurations are
constrained in their equal for homogenous flow rates in/out of flasks, and future work could
benefit from further examining how spatial heterogeneity in flow rates may influence overall
metaecosystem stability. Furthermore, our model and experiment consider only one source point
of nutrient enrichment, and real-world aquatic ecosystems may have many, which could also
increase the accumulation of nutrients and therefore instability at the terminal node.
Additionally, our model and experiment are simple in that they involve only two trophic levels
and four nodes, with all nodes experiencing identical initial conditions. Investigating these
dynamics in larger (both in size and number of nodes), more complex communities with multiple
consumer species and at longer time scales would therefore be an important avenue for future
work.
Though theory has examined the impacts of consumer dispersal and nutrient enrichment on stability across metaecosystems (7, 24), this study is one of few (30) to empirically test this theory. We model and controlled an experimental system in which algae and consumers moved versus the cases where only medium moved with a flow of nutrients. We found that trophic connectivity (movement of algae and consumers) may stabilise an enriched system, but that metaecosystem configuration also may act to dampen instability. These findings have implications for agricultural and industrial practices, as well as how agriculture and urban systems are designed, as runoff and pollution are two large contributors of nutrient enrichment to aquatic ecosystems (7) and may also impact metaecosystem connectivity and configuration. We show that even a low level of nutrient input via fresh culture media is enough to destabilise ecosystems far from the input source, suggesting that even a moderate amount of runoff or inflow of nutrients similar to concentrations that are already present in the local environment could have similar effects. Additionally, we demonstrate that connectivity and configuration may diminish these effects, suggesting that preventing or slowing movement of some trophic levels at some nodes within a metaecosystem may dampen some of these impacts. Future work would benefit from scaling up these findings to larger-sized, more complex networks (node number and configuration) and communities (e.g. trophic structure). There is much more work to do to discover how anthropogenic inputs may destabilize metaecosystem dynamics across space and time via dispersal and community connectivity.
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Tables and Figures

Table 1: Parameter Estimates for Linear Configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
<th>DEFINITION</th>
<th>VALUE</th>
<th>UNIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>dilution and transfer rate</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>day$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_b$</td>
<td>trophic connectivity transfer rate</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>day$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($\delta_b = 0$ IN CASE OF NUTRIENT CONNECTIVITY)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{sup}$</td>
<td>nutrient inflow concentration</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>nutrient (P) units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>maximum algal growth rate</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>day$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>algal half-saturation constant</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>nutrient (P) units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_A$</td>
<td>algal conversion efficiency</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>maximum $Daphnia$ growth rate</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>day$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>$Daphnia$ half-saturation constant</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>nutrient (P) units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_D$</td>
<td>$Daphnia$ conversion efficiency</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>$Daphnia$ mortality</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>day$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Population dynamics observed for $Daphnia$ pulex (dark blue) and total algae concentration (green) within-node across metaecosystems by connectivity and configuration treatments based on an example experimental
replicate (a-d) and from model simulations (e-h). For experimental data, D. pulex abundance is the estimated total number of animals in the flask based on our 50mL sample. Total algal abundance is the estimated number of cells/µL to fit the axis, based on a haemocytometer count. For model outputs, units are based on nutrient units with initial values of 50 for algae and 5 for Daphnia pulex.

Figure 2: Within-node population instability (peak, a and cv, b) compared by metaecosystem connectivity and configuration. In general, Daphnia pulex population peak increases downstream from the source, but this effect is stronger in systems with trophic connectivity than those with nutrient connectivity and linear compared to dendritic networks. Population peaks are overall higher in networks with nutrient connectivity compared to those with trophic connectivity. For CV, instability increases with distance from nutrient input in nutrient connected systems, and decreases with distance from the source with trophically connected systems. CV is overall higher in nodes of
systems with nutrient connectivity compared to those with trophic connectivity. Values are means ± 1 standard error, points are jittered horizontally to distinguish overlapping y-values.
Figure 3: Interaction of connectivity and configuration on overall network instability (measured by Daphnia pulex population CV. Values are means ± 1 standard error. Nutrient connected networks were significantly less stable than networks with trophic connectivity where consumer and producers moved alongside nutrients, however metaecosystem configuration modified this relationship, with dendritic systems being stabilizing in nutrient connected systems compared to linear ones. For population peak (data not shown) a similar interaction was detected.
Figure S1: P gradient observed in all metaecosystems (final TP concentration mean ± 1 standard error) with total P accumulating in terminal node, with no difference among experimental treatments.
Figure S2: 100-day (about the duration of a summer season in temperate zones) extension of the gradostat theoretical model, with and without outflow. Broad patterns are in line with our 30-model and experimental results. In both cases, nutrient connectivity leads to unstable oscillations which are propagated over the system. In trophically connected systems, instability is amplified further from the source, but overall lower than in nutrient connected systems.